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The books To The Other Side (Terra Series Book 1) By S.J. Frost, from straightforward to complex one will
be an extremely valuable jobs that you could require to change your life. It will not offer you adverse
declaration unless you do not get the significance. This is certainly to do in checking out an e-book to
conquer the meaning. Commonly, this book qualified To The Other Side (Terra Series Book 1) By S.J. Frost
is reviewed because you truly such as this type of e-book. So, you can obtain less complicated to recognize
the perception as well as significance. Again to constantly bear in mind is by reading this publication To The
Other Side (Terra Series Book 1) By S.J. Frost, you can satisfy hat your curiosity beginning by
completing this reading publication.
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Book To The Other Side (Terra Series Book 1) By S.J. Frost is one of the priceless worth that will make
you always abundant. It will certainly not suggest as rich as the cash offer you. When some individuals have
lack to encounter the life, individuals with numerous books often will certainly be wiser in doing the life.
Why must be publication To The Other Side (Terra Series Book 1) By S.J. Frost It is in fact not indicated
that e-book To The Other Side (Terra Series Book 1) By S.J. Frost will provide you power to get to every
little thing. The e-book is to review and also just what we implied is the publication that is reviewed. You
could also view just how the book entitles To The Other Side (Terra Series Book 1) By S.J. Frost as well as
varieties of book collections are giving here.

Do you ever before recognize guide To The Other Side (Terra Series Book 1) By S.J. Frost Yeah, this is an
extremely appealing publication to check out. As we informed previously, reading is not kind of obligation
task to do when we need to obligate. Checking out must be a practice, an excellent practice. By reading To
The Other Side (Terra Series Book 1) By S.J. Frost, you could open up the new globe and also obtain the
power from the world. Everything could be acquired with the publication To The Other Side (Terra Series
Book 1) By S.J. Frost Well briefly, publication is very effective. As what we provide you right below, this
To The Other Side (Terra Series Book 1) By S.J. Frost is as one of reading e-book for you.

By reviewing this e-book To The Other Side (Terra Series Book 1) By S.J. Frost, you will get the best thing
to acquire. The new thing that you don't need to invest over cash to reach is by doing it alone. So, just what
should you do now? See the link web page as well as download and install guide To The Other Side (Terra
Series Book 1) By S.J. Frost You can obtain this To The Other Side (Terra Series Book 1) By S.J. Frost by
on-line. It's so easy, right? Nowadays, technology really sustains you tasks, this online e-book To The Other
Side (Terra Series Book 1) By S.J. Frost, is as well.
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When Garrett Evergard is rescued by the witch, Bryson Summers, he discovers an alternate world unlike
anything he's ever imagined, and when that world is threatened, he'll do anything to save it and the man he's
grown to love.

Garrett Evergard is a finder of secrets. As a biologist and environmentalist, it's his job to go into wild lands
and uncover their mysteries in order to save them. In the Pacific Northwest, he races against logging
lobbyists to save a section of temperate rainforest, but the forest seems reluctant to give up her secrets. Until
a fateful meeting with a rare spirit bear opens the door to wonders beyond anything he's ever imagine, the
greatest of those being the beautiful man who comes to his rescue. As a witch and Gatekeeper, Bryson
Summers is used to living a solitary life. He lives between two worlds, Earth and Terra, feeling not fully part
of either, and dreams of meeting someone who understands him. From the moment he sees Garrett, he
believes -- and hopes -- he's looking upon a twin soul. Dragons, unicorns, and a witch with enchanting brown
eyes, Garrett tries to make sense of a world so different from anything he's ever known. But his mind and
heart are open, and he finds himself drawn more to Bryson with each day they spend together. When Bryson
and the gate that links the two worlds fall under threat, Garrett is willing to do all he can to protect them,
even if it means facing down dark magic.
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5 of 5 people found the following review helpful.
Wonderful start to a new series!
By Chris
5 of 5 Stars

Our story starts out with Garrett exploring a non-protected area of the National Forest in the Pacific
Northwest. He's trying to save the area from being clear-cut and is on the search for proof that some flora or
fauna is native to that area and depends on that forest for survival. Well he gets a little more then he wishes
for when he thinks he's found a new type of hummingbird and then stumbles over a Kermode or Spirit Bear.
He's so focused on the two discoveries that as he's filming, he gets a little too close to the edge of the ravine
and takes a serious tumble knocking himself unconscious.

Along comes Bryson, who rescues Garrett and, even though he shouldn't, takes him home to help him heal.
Bryson is a hereditary Gatekeeper who watches over a door guarding the path between Earth and Terra.
Taking Garrett home could mean he'll allow someone else to know the way into the other world. Once
Garrett wakes up, Bryson realizes it's not the door to Terra he has to watch over, it's a sexy explorer who



might steal his heart.

This book combined all the very best elements in storytelling, at least for this reviewer/reader. It had
captivating characters, an engaging and very readable storyline, and descriptive world building. I've been a
fan of S.J. Frost's with the Conquest series, but this book reminds me of so many of the fantasy books I read
when I was younger. Well, except for the oh, so sexy relationship between our two main characters.

I totally fell in love with the two main characters. Bryson, the courageous and giving white witch, and
Garrett, the explorer who is able to be completely enthralled by the world around him. Ms. Frost also
introduces us to a fantastic cast of secondary characters including one romance reading dragon, a sarcastic
Brownie, an assassin who's head over feet entranced by a Lark, Torran who's tongue-tied by the book's end,
and a dangerous, mysterious Elf.

I anxiously await the next book in this series, and all the ones that I know will follow! ~ Reviewed by Chris

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
{M/M} Fantasy Series
By Ro
To the Other Side
Time is running out for biologist and environmentalist Garrett Evergard; he must find a compelling reason to
preserve the unspoiled Pacific Northwest rainforest from destruction. Fortunately, Garrett's encounter with a
spirit bear, as well as the witch Bryson Summers, leads to the salvation of both the rainforest and Garrett.

To The Other Side is the first book in the Terra Book series. The plot is a heartwarming romance. The setting
is beautifully detailed. Centuries ago, the discrimination against anyone different from society's majority so
prevalent on the Earth side caused a mass influx into non-prejudice Terra. However, the European social
composition of the aristocratic and poor, along with power-hungry villains, still subsists in Terra. Terra is
also inhibited by all manner of rare creatures with distinct personalities. The fascinating characters are
persuasive.

Bryson is the designated gatekeeper; his job is to maintain balance between Earth and the dimensional Terra.
This is a key position because the destruction of one side of the planet could also destroy the other side.
Bryson is an enormously compassionate witch who uses his magic to heal people, especially the poor.
Bryson lives inside a tree that borders an enchanted valley where sacred animals are protected from those
who seek to kill them. Garrett has the same love of nature as Bryson which makes Garrett and Bryson the
perfect soul mates.

S.J. Frost has created numerous intriguing components in this impressive saga that I found exceedingly
enjoyable. The character descriptions, the amusing interaction between the characters, the strong bond of
friendship, plus the good versus evil conflict are elements prominently illustrated in To The Other Side.
Also, the book cover magnificently depicts the world of Terra.

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Scrumptious Foundation Story for a New Series. Dragons, Knights, Witches and True Love!
By Melanie Marshall
Another ScatteredThoughtsandRogueWords.com review

Rating: 4.5 stars out of 5 (rounded up to 5)

Biologist and environmentalist Garrett Evergard is hiking through the woods in the Pacific Northwest trying



the find the means to save the woods from being clear cut by a developer. All Garrett needs is to find one
species of plant or animal rare enough that calls these woods on the edge of the Olympic National Forest
home to get them designated as a protected habitat. Little did Garrett know that he was about to stumble into
the most amazing find of his life. When Garrett spies a rare spirit or Kermode bear, a white colored black
bear that resides only in a specific habitat. Focused only on the spirit bear, a missed step finds Garrett falling
into the ravine, an accident that will forever change his life.

Bryson Summers is a Native American, one of a long line of witches and Gatekeepers. Bryson lives a life of
two worlds, one on each side of a door in his cottage that straddles the border between them. One is Earth,
and on the other side, a magical place called Terra. Here unicorns, dragons of all sizes, and magical beings
like brownies and elves live with humans that live and work as they did long ago. The spirit bear calls to
Bryson when Garrett falls. Garrett's injuries are severe and Bryson takes him home to heal and recover.

As Garrett recuperates, the men find their mutual attraction deepens until Bryson finds himself dreading
Garrett's departure, something that Garrett is also not looking forward to. But the forest and his job awaits.
And Bryson's attention is needed to a growing danger from a power mad duke capable of great evil. When
Bryson disappears, Garrett will do anything he can to save him but what can a mere human do against such
great magic? Garrett is about to find out.

In this first novel in her new series Terra, S.J. Frost takes the idea of parallel worlds and makes it fresh with
her own twists and ideas. From the moment we enter the story and watch Garrett confronted with two tiny
dragons zipping from flower to flower in a manner akin to hummingbirds, the reader knows they are in for a
delightful time in a realm that sparkles with the strangely beautiful and abounds with fantasy creatures we
will never get enough of. The Floras or flower dragons are tiny jewels and just one of the many dragon
species that spill over the pages and into our hearts. I say one of many because waiting for us inside Bryson's
cabin is Wynn, a small sized white dragon with an affinity for bodice ripper romances and Oreo cookies.
And more equally wondrous creations quickly follow on the heels of his appearance (although Wynnie is a
heart grabber for sure). Bryson the Gatekeeper is able to talk to them all because of his deep connection to
the Earth and all its animals, no matter what side they dwell on. Terra is constructed along the lines of
Medieval times. It lacks any form of technology and its societal structure is along those of
royalty/peasant/serf strata. In fact, all those elements and species Earth lacks can now be found on the other
side. Magic, faeries, dragons, elves, brownies and more to come I expect as more stories unfold and the
series expands our knowledge of Terra and its kingdoms.

In addition to the wonderful job S.J. Frost does in building her series universe, we are given an endearing
and quixotical core group of characters to connect and empathize with. To The Other Side deals primarily
with the meeting and romance of Garrett, the biologist and Bryson, the Gatekeeper but Frost also introduces
a host of companions whose stories are sure to follow this one. There is Torren, a Dragon Speaker, who can
talk to every type of dragons and mourns the fact that dragon slayers are allowed to prowl the kingdom
killing dragons without cause or the slightest hesitation. Zain, the Black Fox, an assassin for hire and known
thief. Zain has already found his love, Larkin, but there's a problem there and its a deep one. Larkin, a bard,
is a small, beautiful man with a gift of conversing with the dead, a problem when the man you love is a stone
cold killer. And theirs is not the only untenable or hopeless love that Frost reveals in this first story. Another
that will appear is an elf Aleric, who sad past and quest is surely deserving of his own story and HEA. And
Boggy the brownie who loves to clean and grump about them all. Land's End, Bryson's home, serves as their
informal headquarters and way house when they are all in the area. Each character is beautifully defined,
with the depth and breadth of personality needed to bring them to life and make us care for them all.

Frost has a flask full of complications for Garrett and Bryson to overcome in their own quest for love and a



future. Bryson is tied down to his Gate and is long lived due to his connection to the Gate and Earth/Terra.
He is also a powerful witch whose gifts are needed in the nearby villages. Garrett too has an important job to
finish, that of saving the forest where the Gate is located. He needs to find a rare species to save those woods
from a developer and in finding it, it may have found true love as well. There are magical hurdles to
overcome as well as realistic mundane ones and watching these two men surmount each and every one is a
true joy.

S,J. Frost tells her story with a well developed sense to humor to go along with the pathos. The pace is a little
slow in the beginning as Frost is laying the foundation for the story and the series, but once in place the story
takes flight. And we and the characters are in for a marvelous ride.

Next up is Torren's story and that of Sir Karrick Brenton a Knight of the Crown who enters into the story at
the very end of To The Other Side. I can't wait. Already this series has grabbed my attention and my heart. I
can't wait to see where the author takes us with this group of characters on their journeys to romance and true
love.

Cover Art by Jared Rackler. A little dark but the outline of the unicorn behind that gorgeous cover model is
perfect to set the tone and intrigue the reader.
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